SKY analysis of childhood neural tumors and cell lines demonstrates a susceptibility of aberrant chromosomes to further rearrangements.
Malignant solid tumors are commonly characterized by a large number of complex structural and numerical chromosomal alterations, which often reflect the level of genomic instability and can be associated with disease progression. The aim of this study was to evaluate whether chromosomes that harbor primary aberrations have a higher susceptibility to accumulate further alterations. We used spectral karyotyping (SKY), to compare the individual chromosomal instability of two chromosome types: chromosomes that have a primary aberration and chromosomes without an aberration, in 13 primary childhood neural tumors and seven cell lines. We found that chromosomes that contain a primary aberration are significantly (p-value<0.001) more likely to gain further structural rearrangements or to undergo numerical changes (22.6%, 36 of 159 chromosomes) than chromosomes with no initial aberration (4.9%, 54 of 1099 chromosomes). These results are highly suggestive that aberrant chromosomes in solid tumors have a higher susceptibility to accumulate further rearrangements than "normal" chromosomes.